
Introduction

Global trade and colonial extraction drew the early modern world closer
together, carving out circuits in which silver and gold crossed oceans and
continents.1 What forms did these metals take, and whose practices
constituted these forms? The 3,500 coins in the collection of the Dutch
lawyer and numismatist Pieter Verkade offer some answers to this
question.2 When it was sold in 1849, the public could view it in the
Huis met de Hoofden in Amsterdam. Just like the house, which once
belonged to the metal trading families De Geer and Grill, the collection
was a relic of the time when one axis of world trade had run through the
marshlands ofHolland before it tilted further to the English southwest. As
visitors pulled out the drawers of Verkade’s finely carved mahogany
cabinets, a wide world unfurled that was tightly interwoven by coined
metal. The collection was naturally rich in Dutch ducats, rixdollars, lion
dollars, and ducatons, destined to serve as trading coins in the Baltic, the
Levant, and the East Indies. There were rich pickings from all around the
Baltic, theMediterranean, and theAtlantic, of groszys and kopeks, denars
and paolis, and escudos and reis. Most foreign coins stemmed from
France and England, the principal trading partners, while Indian and
Chinese coins were scarce. In short, Verkade’s collection contained some

1 Dennis O. Flynn, Arturo Giráldez, and Richard von Glahn, eds., Global Connections and
Monetary History, 1470–1800 (Burlington: Ashgate, 2003); Fernand Braudel, Civilization
and Capitalism: 15th–18th Century, vol. 2: The Wheels of Commerce (London: William
Collins, 1982); Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, The Modern World-System II:
Mercantilism and the Consolidation of the European World-Economy, 1600–1750
(New York: Academic Press, 1980); Adolf Soetbeer, Edelmetall-Produktion und
Werthverhältnis zwischen Gold und Silber seit der Entdeckung Amerika’s bis zur Gegenwart
(Gotha: Justus Perthes, 1879).

2 Jeronimo de Vries, Albertus Brondgeest, and Cornelis François Roos, Catalogus van het
uitmuntende en alom beroemde munt-kabinet, nagelaten door wijlen den wel-edelen Heer Pieter
Verkade [. . .] al het welk verkocht zal worden op Maandag den 26sten Februarij 1849 en
volgende dagen, te Amsterdam [. . .] ([n.p.]: [no publisher], 1849). See also ‘Binnenland’,
Nieuwe Amsterdamsche Courant/Algemeen Handelsblad, 29 January 1849; and
H. Brugmans, ‘Verkade (Pieter)’, in Nieuw Nederlandsch Biografisch Woordenboek, vol. 4,
ed. P. C. Molhuysen and P. J. Blok (Leiden: Sijthoff, 1918), cols. 1379–80.
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flotsam of a steady flow of bullion, most of which originated in Mexico
and Potosí and much of which ended up in China and India.3 It was not
a representative picture of the early modern world, but its biases and
indeed its very existence reflect howHolland served as an important way-
station for American silver as it journeyed around the world and filtered
through Europe, to be minted and reminted in myriad ways.

This book takes a fresh look at the plurality of European money that
leaps out from the pages of Verkade’s catalogue by investigating everyday
practices of accounting andmaterial scrutiny.Medieval and earlymodern
Europe was politically fragmented, andmany princes, cities, and religious
institutions issued their own currency.4 Historians writing in a nationalist
mould used to describe this as a state of chaos, which was ended only
when nation-states consolidated territorial currencies in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.5 Recent work has upended this narrative as
historians developed a conceptual framework, ‘complementarity’, to
understand how people used several monies in combination. Akinobu

3 Jan de Vries, ‘Connecting Europe and Asia: A Quantitative Analysis of the Cape-Route
Trade, 1497–1795’, in Global Connections and Monetary History, 1470–1800, ed. Dennis
O. Flynn, Arturo Giráldez, and Richard von Glahn (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 35–106;
Jan de Vries and Ad van der Woude, The First Modern Economy: Success, Failure, and
Perseverance of the Dutch Economy, 1500–1815 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1997), 81–91; Richard von Glahn, Fountain of Fortune: Money and Monetary Policy in
China, Fourteenth to Seventeenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996),
Table 13 on 140; Dennis O. Flynn and Arturo Giráldez, ‘Born with a “Silver Spoon”: The
Origin of World Trade in 1571’, Journal of World History 6, no. 2 (1995): 201–21;
Artur Attman, American Bullion in the European World Trade, 1600–1800 (Göteborg:
Kungliga Vetenskaps- och Vitterhets-Samhället, 1986).

4 Norbert Angermann and Hermann Kellenbenz, eds., Europäische Wirtschafts- und
Sozialgeschichte vom ausgehenden Mittelalter bis zur Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts. Handbuch
der europäischen Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte, vol. 3 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1986);
Ilja Mieck and Mario Abrate, eds., Europäische Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte von der
Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts. Handbuch der europäischen
Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte, vol. 4 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1993). See 3:305–30 for an
overview across Europe. Particularly fragmented regions include the Spanish realms
(3:766 and 4:833–35); Bohemia (3:994–95 and 4:718), Byzantium, the Ottoman
Empire (3:1216–24 and 4:1023–24); and the extreme cases of the Holy Roman Empire
(3:883–86 and 4:575) and Switzerland (3:918–19).

5 Menno Sander Polak, Historiografie en economie van de ‘muntchaos’: De muntproductie van
de Republiek (1606–1795) (Amsterdam: NEHA, 1998), 1: chapter 1. For a recent charac-
terisation of old-regime Switzerland as suffering from ‘Münzwirrwarr’, see
Ernst Baltensperger, Der Schweizer Franken – eine Erfolgsgeschichte: Die Währung der
Schweiz im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, 2nd ed. (Zürich: Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 2012),
37–61. In the same vein, Bergier noted: ‘Wahrscheinlich ist nichts komplizierter und in
mehrfacherHinsicht sinnloser als dieMünzsysteme und -politik, die Ende desMittelalters
und noch unter dem Ancien Régime in der Schweiz praktiziert wurden.’ Jean-François
Bergier, ‘Die Schweiz 1350–1650’, in Europäische Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte vom
ausgehenden Mittelalter bis zur Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts, ed. Norbert Angermann and
Hermann Kellenbenz, Handbuch der europäischen Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte 3
(Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1986), 894–926, quotation on 918.
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Kuroda has suggested that the chaos is only apparent, as in ‘most if not in
all cases, the coexistence of monies was not incidental but functional,
since they worked in a complementary relationship. That is, onemoney could
do what another money could not, and vice versa.’6 As Kuroda and other
historians have shown, people in periods and places as diverse as eighth-
and twentieth-century China, medieval central Asia, Dutch colonial
South East Asia, nineteenth-century Scandinavia, and the Red Sea region
around 1900 combined several currencies, not because they had no other
choice, but because they benefited from a division of labour between
them.7

Complementarity between currencies can also be found in medieval
and early modern Europe.8 The plethora of currencies in old-regime
France looks confusing only to modern observers who assume that
money is an all-purpose means of exchange. In contrast, Frenchmen or
women of the age found the choice of the right currency less challenging
as the standing of their transaction partners gave them clear cues.9

Similarly, in the southeast of the Netherlands around 1800, small copper
coins served for everyday transactions such as purchasing food or buying
drinks in the tavern while larger specie was used for saving, paying taxes,
and buying livestock and real estate. People were also very aware of where
certain coins were more likely to be accepted, and chose them
accordingly.10

This new research suggests that knowledge practices such as account-
ing and material scrutiny, performed at the microlevel of exchange, are
key for understanding how early modern currency systems worked. The

6 Akinobu Kuroda, ‘What Is the Complementarity among Monies? An Introductory
Note’, Financial History Review 15, no. 1 (2008): 7–15, quotation on 7, emphasis added.

7 Chang Xu and Helen Wang, ‘Managing a Multicurrency System in Tang China: The
View from the Centre’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 23, no. 2 (2013): 223–44;
Akinobu Kuroda, ‘Concurrent but Non-integrable Currency Circuits: Complementary
Relationships among Monies in Modern China and Other Regions’, Financial History
Review 15, no. 1 (2008): 17–36; Akinobu Kuroda, ‘The Eurasian Silver Century, 1276–
1359: Commensurability and Multiplicity’, Journal of Global History 4, no. 2 (2009):
245–69; Willem G.Wolters, ‘Heavy and Light Money in the Netherlands Indies and the
Dutch Republic: Dilemmas of Monetary Management with Unit of Account Systems’,
Financial History Review 15, no. 1 (2008): 37–53; Torbjörn Engdahl and Anders Ögren,
‘Multiple Paper Monies in Sweden 1789–1903: Substitution or Complementarity?’,
Financial History Review 15, no. 1 (2008): 73–91; Akinobu Kuroda, ‘The Maria
Theresa Dollar in the Early Twentieth-Century Red Sea Region: A Complementary
Interface betweenMultiple Markets’, Financial History Review 14, no. 1 (2007): 89–110.

8 See the earlier work by Peter Spufford,Money and Its Use inMedieval Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 378–96.

9 Jérôme Blanc, ‘Les citoyens face à la complexité monétaire: Le cas de la France sous
l’Ancien Régime’, De Pecunia 6, no. 3 (1994): 81–111.

10 Joost Welten,Met klinkende munt betaald: Muntcirculatie in de beide Limburgen 1770–1839
(Utrecht: Geldmuseum, 2010).
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economist and historian Jérôme Blanc (following Charles Rist) suggests
that the structure of complementary currency systems can be understood
only if money is ‘viewed from the inside’, that is, from the point of view of
the user, and not ‘from the outside’, or from the point of view of an ideal
observer. ‘From the inside, it appears that complexity is far lower than
only observed from the outside. This difference comes from the fact that
money instruments referred to specific uses, areas, social groups, etc.’11

The task for historians, then, is to reconstruct how users made these
decisions in their everyday life. This book does some of this work for
early modern Europe, using rural communities in the Dutch Republic as
a vantage point.

Early Modern Money Viewed from the Inside

Howdid users deal with the potentially confusingmonetary system of early
modern Europe? What were the everyday practices by which people
referred money objects to specific uses, areas, and social groups? How
did the existence of multiple currencies give them agency that users of
tightly patrolled national currency might not have? This book tackles these
questions for the Dutch Republic, an important hub in Europe’s financial
system. Emerging in the 1570s through armed struggle for independence
from Habsburg Spain, the small country was able to support a large navy
and army, protecting its territorial integrity and commercial interests,
because of its tradition of public debt and high taxes.12 Much of the land
that the Dutch rebels claimed as their territory was shielded from the sea

11 Jérôme Blanc, ‘Beyond the Competition Approach toMoney: A Conceptual Framework
Applied to the Early Modern France’ (Paper given at the XVthWorld Economic History
Congress, Utrecht, 2009, http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-00414496, accessed
16 January 2020), 20. See also, by the same author, ‘Making Sense of the Plurality of
Money: A Polanyian Attempt’, in Monetary Plurality in Local, Regional and Global
Economies, ed. Georgina M. Gómez (London: Routledge, 2018), 48–66; ‘Unpacking
Monetary Complementarity and Competition: A Conceptual Framework’, Cambridge
Journal of Economics 41, no. 1 (2017): 239–57; and ‘Questions sur la nature de la
monnaie: Charles Rist et Bertrand Nogaro, 1904–1951’, in Les traditions économiques
françaises, 1848–1939, ed. Pierre Dockès, Ludovic Frobert, Gérard Klotz, Jean-Pierre
Potier, and André Tiran (Paris: Éditions du CNRS, 2000), 259–70 (https://halshs
.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-00122571, accessed 4 January 2021).

12 Wantje Fritschy, ‘The Efficiency of Taxation in Holland’, in The Political Economy of the
Dutch Republic, ed. Oscar Gelderblom (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009), 55–84; Maarten Prak
and Jan Luiten van Zanden, ‘TaxMorale and Citizenship in the Dutch Republic’, in The
Political Economy of the Dutch Republic, ed. Oscar Gelderblom (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009),
143–66; Marjolein ’t Hart, The Making of a Bourgeois State: War, Politics and Finance
during the Dutch Revolt (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1993);
E. H. M Dormans, Het tekort: Staatschuld in der tijd der Republiek (Amsterdam: NEHA,
1991); James D. Tracy, A Financial Revolution in the Habsburg Netherlands: Renten and
Renteniers in the County of Holland, 1515–1565 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
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and rivers by dykes, sluices, windmills, and accounting systems.13 The
Bank of Amsterdam, storing gold and silver in its vaults and enabling
cashless payments between account holders, became the linchpin of an
international payment system soon after its foundation in 1609.14

Throughout the Republic’s perceived economic and political decline dur-
ing the eighteenth century, it remained awashwith capital, both in cash and
in paper, and exports of coin and bullion remained high or expanded.15

This book investigates practices of making and knowing because doing
so, I argue, is crucial to understanding the internal logic of early modern
money. One focus is on accounting, a set of practices fundamental to early
modern trade and finance.16 How did merchants, stewards, farmers, and
church wardens categorise money objects, and how did they work out the
value of goods with pen and paper? Viewed from up close, their practices
resemble those of scholars and bureaucrats, which makes the history of
information management and metrology directly relevant to this book’s
argument.17 A second focus is on practices of material scrutiny. The
governance of early money relied crucially on artisanal practices of

1985); Marjolein ’t Hart, The Dutch Wars of Independence: Warfare and Commerce in the
Netherlands 1570–1680 (Andover: Routledge, 2014).

13 Milja van Tielhof, ‘Financing Water Management in Rijnland, 1500–1800’, in The
Political Economy of the Dutch Republic, ed. Oscar Gelderblom (Farnham: Ashgate,
2009), 197–222.

14 Pit Dehing, Geld in Amsterdam: Wisselbank en wisselkoersen, 1650–1725 (Amsterdam:
Verloren, 2012); Johannes Gerhard van Dillen, ‘Amsterdam als wereldmarkt der edele
metalen in de 17de en 18de eeuw’, De Economist 72 (1923): 717–30.

15 De Vries and Woude, The First Modern Economy, 113–27; Pit Dehing and Marjolein
’t Hart, ‘Linking the Fortunes: Currency and Banking, 1550–1800’, in A Financial
History of the Netherlands, ed. Jan Luiten van Zanden, Joost Jonker, and Marjolein ’t
Hart (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 37–63; Artur Attman, Dutch
Enterprise in the World Bullion Trade, 1550–1800 (Göteborg: Kungliga Vetenskaps- och
Vitterhets-Samhället, 1983), 103.

16 For Amsterdam as an information hub, see Harold J. Cook, ‘Amsterdam, entrepôt des
savoirs au XVIIe siècle’,Revue d’histoire moderne et contemporaine 55, no. 2 (2008): 19–42;
Harold J. Cook,Matters of Exchange: Commerce, Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden
Age (New Haven, 2007); Clé Lesger, The Rise of the Amsterdam Market and Information
Exchange: Merchants, Commercial Expansion and Change in the Spatial Economy of the Low
Countries, c. 1550–1630 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 214–57; Woodruff D. Smith, ‘The
Function of Commercial Centers in the Modernization of European Capitalism:
Amsterdam as an Information Exchange in the Seventeenth Century’, The Journal of
Economic History 44, no. 4 (1984): 985–1005. For the term paper technology, see
Chapter 3 in this volume.

17 Ann Blair,TooMuch to Know:Managing Scholarly Information before theModern Age (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2010); Arndt Brendecke, Markus Friedrich, and
Susanne Friedrich, eds., Information in der Frühen Neuzeit: Status, Bestände, Strategien
(Berlin: LIT, 2008); and Chapter 3 in this volume; Norman Biggs,Quite Right: The Story
of Mathematics, Measurement, and Money (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016);
Witold Kula, Measures and Men, trans. R. Szreter (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2014 [1986]); and Chapter 5 in this volume.
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manipulating matter, which means that history of science and technology
can help us to answer a number of questions.18 How did those working in
mints and governments use chemistry and mathematics to define the
material value of coins, in spite of fluctuations in the price of silver and
gold? How did users investigate the material properties of money objects
that they received and spent?19 In short, then, this book attempts a new
way of historicising money by paying close attention to skilled practices
that have created, sustained, and undone the ability of objects (such as
coins) to serve as money. In order to capture this dynamic between
skilfully made objects and knowledgeable users, the notion of money as
social technology is developed in Chapter 1 and used throughout the
narrative.

This focus on making and knowing aligns my project with debates on
the emergence of capitalism, in which the Dutch Republic plays an
important role.20 Recent work argues that basic categories of capitalism
are contingent outcomes of conceptual change and material processes.21

Commodities are not given, as in the analysis of social scientists, but
rather are the product of cultural practices that have a place and a time.22

18 Carl Wennerlind, Casualties of Credit: The English Financial Revolution, 1620–1720
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), chapter 2; Norman Biggs, ‘John
Reynolds of the Mint: A Mathematician in the Service of King and Commonwealth’,
Historia Mathematica 48 (2019): 1–28; Cesare Pastorino, ‘Weighing Experience:
Experimental Histories and Francis Bacon’s Quantitative Program’, Early Science and
Medicine 16, no. 6 (2011): 542–70; Albert A. J. Scheffers,Om de kwaliteit van het geld: Het
toezicht op de muntproductie in de Republiek en de voorziening van kleingeld in Holland en
West-Friesland in de achttiende eeuw, 2 vols. (Voorburg: Clinkaert, 2013); andChapter 4 in
this volume.

19 Pamela H. Smith,The Business of Alchemy (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press, 1994);
Tara E. Nummedal, Alchemy and Authority in the Holy Roman Empire (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007); Bruno Kisch, Scales and Weights: A Historical
Outline, 2nd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966); and Chapters 4 and 5 in
this volume. There is a long-standing interest in how technology and science, as an
exogenous factor, may or may not be a driver of self-sustained economic growth, but
this is not a question addressed in this book. See, for example, Joel Mokyr, Culture of
Growth: The Origins of the Modern Economy (Princeton: Princeton University, 2016).

20 Oscar Gelderblom and Joost Jonker, ‘The Low Countries’, in The Cambridge History of
Capitalism, ed. Larry Neal and Jeffrey G. Williamson, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2015), 314–56; Jeffrey Robertson and Warwick Funnell, ‘The Dutch
East-India Company and Accounting for Social Capital at the Dawn of Modern
Capitalism 1602–1623’, Accounting, Organizations and Society 37, no. 5 (2012): 342–
60; Wallerstein, The Modern World-System II.

21 JürgenKocka andMarcel van der Linden, eds.,Capitalism: The Reemergence of a Historical
Concept (London: Bloomsbury, 2016); Jürgen Kocka,Geschichte des Kapitalismus, 3rd ed.
(Munich: Beck, 2017).

22 Seth Rockman, ed., ‘Forum: The Paper Technologies of Capitalism’, Technology and
Culture 58, no. 2 (2017): 487–569; Kenneth Lipartito, ‘Reassembling the Economic:
NewDepartures inHistoricalMaterialism’,AmericanHistorical Review 121, no. 1 (2016):
101–39; Igor Kopytoff, ‘The Cultural Biographies of Things: Commoditization as
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Markets do not simply exist but are the historical result of the labours of
countless, nameless clerks interacting with office technology.23

Transforming cash into capital required bookkeeping technology but
also certain habits of the mind; capitalism has therefore been ‘a way of
seeing, a mode of organizing and conveying knowledge’.24 The economy,
new work has argued, is assembled, and even time itself, within which
capitalism operates, has been shown to be the result of its very
operations.25 In the following chapters, I extend this line of inquiry into
another basic category of capitalism and analyse money and price forma-
tion within the political and economic framework of the Dutch Republic.

Within this political economy, money was created and circulated both
by public institutions and by private individuals, which means that ‘state’
and ‘market’ actors have to be studied in interaction. Concretely, this
book looks at how the practices of minters, assayers, and government
officials interlocked with those of farmers, merchants, and accountants. It
investigates how public authorities counted on users to uphold monetary
standards, and how individuals used public money to sustain their liveli-
hoods. This approach builds on recent work about the ‘complementary
relation between private and public institutions’26 in medieval and early

Process’, in The Social Life of Things, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1986), 64–91.

23 Michael Zakim, Accounting for Capitalism: The World the Clerk Made (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 2018); DonaldMacKenzie,Material Markets: How Economic Agents Are
Constructed (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008).

24 Jeffrey Sklansky, ‘The Elusive Sovereign: New Intellectual and Social Histories of
Capitalism’, Modern Intellectual History 9, no. 1 (2012): 241; Eve Chiapello,
‘Accounting and the Birth of the Notion of Capitalism’, Critical Perspectives on
Accounting 18, no. 3 (2007): 263–96; Robert A. Bryer, ‘The History of Accounting and
the Transition to Capitalism in England. Part One: Theory’, Accounting, Organizations
and Society 25, no. 2 (2000): 131–62; Robert A. Bryer, ‘The History of Accounting and
the Transition to Capitalism in England. Part Two: Evidence’,Accounting, Organizations
and Society 25, no. 4 (2000): 327–81; Braudel,Civilization and Capitalism, 2:401–2; Basil
S. Yamey, ‘Scientific Bookkeeping and the Rise of Capitalism’, The Economic History
Review 1, no. 2–3 (1949): 99–113.

25 William Deringer, Calculated Values: Finance, Politics, and the Quantitative Age
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018); William Deringer, ‘Pricing the
Future in the Seventeenth Century: Calculating Technologies in Competition’,
Technology and Culture 58 (2017): 506–28; Lukas Rieppel, Eugenia Lean, and
William Deringer, eds., Science and Capitalism: Entangled Histories (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 2018); Rockman, ed., ‘Forum’;MichelleMurphy,The Economization of
Life (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017); Germano Maifreda, From Oikonomia
to Political Economy: Constructing Economic Knowledge from the Renaissance to the Scientific
Revolution (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012); Elena Esposito, The Future of Futures: The Time of
Money in Financing and Society (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2011); Timothy Mitchell,
Rule of Experts: Egypt, Techno-politics, Modernity (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2002).

26 Oscar Gelderblom, Cities of Commerce: The Institutional Foundations of International Trade
in the Low Countries, 1250–1650 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013), 17.
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modern trade. Ingrid Houssaye Michienzi, Oscar Gelderblom, and
Francesca Trivellato have shown how merchants combined institutional
support from European cities and states, networks within their commu-
nities, and codes of conduct shared across cultures to trade in the frag-
mented world of early modern Europe.27 Their argument resonates with
recent work in the history of money. Kuroda suggests that merchants and
peasants were generally happy to use state currency as long it was
accepted by their trading partners; if not, they resorted to issuing their
own, endogenous money.28 In a similar vein, Luca Fantacci argues for
Renaissance Italy that there was complementarity between the ‘laws of
the prince’ setting the value of small coin often above their material value,
and ‘laws of international markets’ which kept the value of large gold and
silver coins stable.29 Princes frequently debased (that is, reduced the
precious-metal content of) smaller coins because their value in street-
level transactions did not depend as much on their material value as it did
on the laws of the realm. The weight and fineness of gold coins, in
contrast, were rarely altered because these qualities were what made
them valuable in other territories. Issuers and users of currency worked
in tandem towards the ‘maintenance’ of the system.30 The
Enlightenment philosopher Adam Smith and his followers have argued
that money is essentially the result of private individuals agreeing on
a common means of exchange, whereas the German economist Georg
Friedrich Knapp and the chartalist school have considered it primarily
a creation of the state.31 This book is agnostic about the origin and

27 Ingrid Houssaye Michienzi, Datini, Majorque et le Maghreb (14e–15e siècles): Réseaux,
espaces méditerranéens et stratégies marchandes (Leiden: Brill, 2013); Gelderblom, Cities of
Commerce; Francesca Trivellato, The Familiarity of Strangers: The Sephardic Diaspora,
Livorno, and Cross-Cultural Trade in the Early Modern Period (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2009).

28 Akinobu Kuroda, A Global History of Money (Abingdon: Routledge, 2020), 4.
29 Luca Fantacci, ‘The Dual Currency System of Renaissance Europe’, Financial History

Review 15, no. 1 (2008): 55–72, quotation on 67.
30 Ibid., 68.
31 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, ed.

W. B. Todd, R. H. Campbell, and A. S. Skinner, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1976 [1776]), 38; Georg Friedrich Knapp, Staatliche Theorie des Geldes (Leipzig:
Duncker & Humblot, 1905), 1–6. The barter theory also underpins Marxian thought
as its critique of Smithian political economy accepts this premise. Karl Marx and
Frederick Engels, Collected Works, ed. Alexander Chepurenko, vol. 35: Karl Marx:
Capital, Vol. 1 (New York: International Publishers, 1996 [1867]), chapters 1–6.
Knapp’s theory – chartalism – has gained currency in the English-speaking world because
Keynes found it a useful way to understand money’s nature. John Maynard Keynes,
A Treatise on Money, vol. 1 (London: Macmillan, 1930), 12. For a short survey of
chartalist ideas among anthropologists, see Costas Lapavitsas, Social Foundations of
Markets, Money and Credit (London: Routledge, 2003), 120–3; and David Graeber,
Debt: The First 5,000 Years (New York: Melville House, 2011), chapter 6.
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essence of money, and instead studies howmarket and state actors joined
forces to make money work.

The following chapters strategically foreground a rural society far
removed from the commercial and political centres of the Dutch
Republic, because this will put the interaction of public institutions and
private individuals into greater relief. Most historians of the Dutch
Republic have tended to focus on professionals in urban settings.32 In
contrast, the narrative of this book unfolds from communities in the
eastern provinces near the German border, that were rural, engaged in
subsistence rather than commercial farming, and were governed by aris-
tocratic families through a bundle of feudal rights and obligations (see
Figure 0.1). What was life like in this region? Dutch paintings of the
period often show the marvellous polder landscapes of Holland and
Zeeland, that were reclaimed from the sea, gridded with canals, and
dotted with windmills. Soils in those areas were rich, and richly manured,
and commercial farming yielded plentiful harvests. The countryside was
replete with villages, the next town or city was never far, and, as
a consequence, population densities were higher than in most parts of
Europe, or indeed, the world.33 In contrast, the landlocked regions in the
east of the Dutch Republic were nothing like this.34 They were composed
of sandy ridges forced up by glaciers and strewn with swampy lowlands.
Only a limited range of crops would grow in these poor soils, typically
winter rye in a three-year crop cycle with buckwheat (rye–rye–buck-
wheat), and also flax.35 The capital-intensive, large-scale reclamation
and improvement schemes so common in Friesland or Holland were

32 See Jan Luiten van Zanden, Joost Jonker, andMarjolein ’t Hart, eds.,A Financial History
of the Netherlands (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010); and De Vries and
Van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, where the maritime provinces can be
depicted in great detail while the image of the inland provinces appears schematic
because they have been studied less.

33 De Vries and Van derWoude,The First Modern Economy, 11–3; AudreyM. Lambert, The
Making of the Dutch Landscape: An Historical Geography of the Netherlands (London:
Seminar, 1971).

34 De Vries and Van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, chapters 2 and 3. Most
indicators in Zeeland, Holland, Friesland, western Utrecht, and coastal Groningen
stood in stark contrast to the rest of the Republic and continental Europe. For an
explanation of this drift, see Alexandra M. de Pleijt and Jan Luiten van Zanden,
‘Accounting for the “Little Divergence”: What Drove Economic Growth in Pre-
industrial Europe, 1300–1800?’, European Review of Economic History 20, no. 4 (2016):
387–409; and Jan Luiten van Zanden, The Long Road to the Industrial Revolution: The
European Economy in a Global Perspective, 1000–1800 (Leiden: Brill, 2009).

35 Jan Bieleman, Five Centuries of Farming: A Short History of Dutch Agriculture: 1500–2000
(Wageningen: Wageningen Academic Publishers, 2010), 35–146. For the hypothesis
that the ‘economic and social contrast between Holland [. . .] and the land provinces was
paralleled [. . .] by a similar cultural division’, see J. Leslie Price, Dutch Culture in the
Golden Age (London: Reaktion Books, 2011), chapter 2 (quotation on 43).
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unknown in these regions before the nineteenth century. Most people
lived in the countryside, and the population density was low compared
with Holland, but much in line with the rest of continental Europe.36

Nuclear villages and free-standing farmsteads were nested on small ele-
vations, girdled by arable land and surrounded by large swathes of com-
mon land where turf was cut and sheep were grazed. The rural setting
meant that households were arguably more open to non-monetary
exchange, as the division of labour was less developed than in more
urbanised areas. They produced a similar basket of goods and had

Figure 0.1 Map of the Dutch Republic indicating places mentioned in
this book. Drawn by Larissa Wunderlich.

36 De Vries and Van der Woude, The First Modern Economy, 46–71.
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a large pool of non-specialised manual labour; marketplaces were further
away and the distribution of goods through resident shopkeepers and
itinerant pedlars was less developed.37

Yet through its markets and its manors, this region was part of the
Dutch world-economy. For example, the aristocrat Ursula Philipota van
Raesfeld (1643–1721) belonged to the commercial and fashionable world
of European nobility as the wife of the important diplomat and military
leader Godard van Reede, but she was also the lady of a small manor
house in eastern Gelderland, from which she collected rents, fees, and
dues.38 These payments came in a mix of coin and commodities. Tenants
paid twenty large silver coins (daalders), a pig (or four daalders), six
pounds of flax, a goose, two chickens, fifty eggs, four cartloads of peat,
and a third of the harvest. This was the standard fare for eastern
Gelderland tenants at that time, but that was not all of it. They also
paid six pounds of sugar from the Canary Islands, a pound of pepper,
and a pound of ginger.39 Where did Philipota’s tenants procure these
products from? In all likelihood from a local retailer. In nearby
Winterswijk in 1639, a farmer ordered sugar from the town of Deventer
some 50 km away to impress his wedding guests; by 1694, ginger, pepper,
and sugar were readily available at the village shop.40 By the end of the
Golden Age, commodity chains extended from Asia and America to
‘traditional’ economies in the rural east of the Dutch Republic.41 The
barns and kitchens of the east were as much part of a globalising world as
the Bourse of Amsterdam. Bothmarginal and closely linked to the power-
house of Dutch merchant capitalism, the eastern fringe of the Dutch
Republic is therefore an excellent vantage point from which to take
a fresh look at early modern money.

The details of the Republic’s monetary system and the increasing
monetisation of the social fabric of the Netherlands are well known.42

37 Ibid., 179–91. 38 See Chapter 3 in this volume.
39 Gelders Archief, Arnhem (henceforth NL-AhGldA), 0522, no. 514, fol. 13r.
40 J. B. Te Voortwis, Winterswijk onder het vergrootglas: Micro-geschiedenis van dorp en

platteland in de jaren 1500 tot 1750, 2 vols (Aalten: Fagus, 2005–2007), 1:208–9.
41 For internal trade and distribution, also of colonial goods, see De Vries and Van der

Woude, The First Modern Economy, 179–92.
42 Jan Lucassen, ‘DeepMonetisation: The Case of the Netherlands 1200–1900’, Tijdschrift

voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis 11, no. 3 (2014): 73–121; Scheffers, Om de
kwaliteit van het geld; Jan Lucassen, ‘Wage Payments and Currency Circulation in the
Netherlands from 1200 to 2000’, in Wages and Currency: Global Comparisons from
Antiquity to the Twentieth Century, ed. Jan Lucassen (Bern: Peter Lang, 2007), 221–63;
H. Enno van Gelder, Nederlandse munten: Het complete overzicht tot en met de komst van
de euro, 8th ed. (Utrecht: Het Spectrum, 2002); Polak, Historiografie en economie van de
‘muntchaos’; H. Enno van Gelder, Munthervorming tijdens de Republiek, 1659–1694
(Amsterdam: van Kampen, 1949).
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However, scholars have rarely put an emphasis on how people combined
many types of money in their everyday life.43Most of this book’s narrative
proceeds by analysing the monetary practices of farmers, stewards of
manors, country merchants, church wardens, priests, and preachers.
Pioneers such as Natalie Zemon Davis have shown that such a view
from the ground up can deepen our understanding of social and cultural
history, while Francesca Trivellato has used microhistory to write about
understudied aspects of early modern trade.44 Anne Goldgar recon-
structed a single event, tulipmania, in vivid detail to explore how Dutch
society at large was ‘grappling with its material values and the relations
they bore to their social ones’.45 Sceptics of this approach may ask how
the stories of a small number of individuals can tell us anything about
early modern history in general. The answer is obvious, as Ulinka
Rublack pointed out in a recent monograph about one single witchcraft
trial: ‘by setting them in broad enough context’.46

In sum, then, this book studies money as social technology in the early
modern world from the vantage point of the Dutch Republic. It aims to
view earlymodernmoney ‘from the inside’ by studying everyday practices
ofmakers and users ofmoney, especially in a rural society in the east of the
Dutch Republic. It analyses how public institutions (through minters,
assayers, and government officials) and private individuals (farmers, mer-
chants, and accountants) interacted in the creation and maintenance of
Europe’s system of currencies. The specific focus of this book is on
accounting practices and practices of material scrutiny because, I argue,
they offer a key to understanding the internal logic of early modern
money.

43 Recent exceptions are Joost Jonker and Oscar Gelderblom, ‘Enter the Ghost: Cashless
Payments in the Early Modern Low Countries, 1500–1800’, in Money, Currency and
Crisis: In Search of Trust, 2000BC to AD 2000, ed. R. J. van der Spek and Bas van Leeuwen
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2018); Jan Lucassen and Jaco Zuijderduijn, ‘Coins, Currencies,
and Credit Instruments: Media of Exchange in Economic and Social History’, Tijdschrift
voor Sociale en Economische Geschiedenis 11, no. 3 (2014): 1–13; andWelten,Met klinkende
munt betaald.

44 Natalie ZemonDavis, The Return of Martin Guerre (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1983); Natalie Zemon Davis, Women on the Margins: Three Seventeenth-Century
Lives (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995); Carlo Ginzburg, The Night
Battles: Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, trans.
Anne Tedeschi and John Tedeschi (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983);
Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller,
trans. Anne Tedeschi and John Tedeschi (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980);
Edward Palmer Thompson, Customs in Common (London: Penguin Books, 1991);
Trivellato, The Familiarity of Strangers.

45 Anne Goldgar, Tulipmania: Money, Honor, and Knowledge in the Dutch Golden Age
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 18.

46 Ulinka Rublack, The Astronomer and the Witch: Johannes Kepler’s Fight for His Mother
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 306.
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The Book’s Narrative

The book’s narrative picks up at the apogee of the Dutch Republic in the
seventeenth century, when the country was a major centre in the
European world-system and when hundreds of monies were used along-
side each other. It concludes at a point when this plurality was profoundly
reconfigured by more uniform national currency in the nineteenth cen-
tury. The book argues that everyday practices generated and sustained
the ability of money objects to be exchanged for something else across
time, space, and social divides. Mints, banks, and professionals but also
‘ordinary users’ such as farmers and labourers forged links between
matter and value by creating evidence about objects and by circulating
or accepting this information. They could also undo these links by voicing
doubts and refusing other people’s evidence. Objects then lost their
ability to act as money. The book shows how over time links between
matter and value weremademore durable through increasing attention to
the material properties of money objects and how, paradoxically, this
made it more plausible to think of money in immaterial terms. The
rationalisation of early modern monies into national currency was pur-
sued by state officials, patriotic economists, and financial experts at
political centres, and it ultimately diminished the role that users played
in the maintenance of the system.

Chapter 1 develops the notion of money as social technology which
carries the analysis throughout the subsequent, more narrative chapters.
The vivid case of a clandestine Catholic congregation in the east of the
Netherlands, which usedmoney to restore its social andmaterial fabric, is
placed alongside insights drawn from scholarship about Chinese, African,
and Pacific history. The core idea is that technology is a relationship
between people, objects, and meaning. Technology refers to
a technique exercised within a social context which gives meaning to
both the maker and the made object. In the present case this means that
an object is turned into money when makers and users make it fungible,
that is, when they imbue it with qualities that allow it to be reliably
exchanged for something else. This technological approach brings into
focus how money objects bring forth and change social structure; and,
conversely, where social structures are techniques that create and trans-
form money objects.

Farmers and other rural folk are often pictured as distant from financial
centres and invoked as the last groups to monetise their transactions
during a long process of modernisation. By treating grain as money and
by comparing barns to banks, Chapter 2 raises important questions about
this accepted picture and about the boundaries of financial history as
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a discipline. This chapter explores how a community in eastern
Gelderland sowed, tended to, harvested, stored, and kept track of grain.
People, I argue, sustained the material integrity of grain, but, more
importantly, they also sustained grain’s ability to act as currency in social
interaction. Volume measures, owned privately but calibrated by local
authorities, were key for the monetisation of grain. Furthermore,
I introduce the notion of ink money, normally associated with urban
merchants and bankers who made and unmade money by formal
accounting, in order to make sense of farmers’ finance in the Dutch
countryside. Unlike trade among merchants, where both parties could
produce ledgers when challenged, farmers keeping accounts often dealt
with illiterate people. These account books provide indirect evidence
that day-labourers and smallholders could record and transact monetary
value by way of mental accounting. This memory money was more
precarious than its written counterparts, but could be validated by oral
testimonial in local courts.

Chapter 3 shows how stewards of the princes of Orange-Nassau
employed a specific money of account, the Artois pound, to manage
land, livestock, and corvée labour across the family’s fifty domains, one
of which was the lordship of Bredevoort. The Artois pound was not
minted as coins, and nobody in Bredevoort used it to make or receive
payments. As an accounting convention, it existed only as ink on slips of
paper and in bound volumes and thus required constant scribal labour to
be valuable. The stewards’ trained eyes and hands parsed the multiplicity
of Bredevoort’s coins, animals, grains, and labour into homogeneous
money objects that had currency across the entire accounting system,
but not beyond. As the chapter shows, such a system using homogeneous
money was also imagined by the mathematician and engineer Simon
Stevin, and while he failed to install double-entry bookkeeping in the
domains of the Orange-Nassau family, the stewards shared his ideals of
surveillance and profit. A series of instructions provided the script for the
audit rituals that were performed year after year and that left their traces
on the pages of the accounts. Even the divine played a role in sustaining
the value of Artois pounds, as God was invoked in the oath that stewards
swore.

The first three chapters develop a method of studying money as social
technology by reconstructing the techniques that turned objects into
money and sustained their monetary qualities. The subsequent two chap-
ters use thismethod to understand the workings of coinage, which was the
type of money that arguably had the widest social and geographical reach
in the early modern world. The Dutch guilder served as a global currency
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but its production was
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intensely local. Chapter 4 explores how artisanal knowledge helped sus-
tain early modern monetary order by making and unmaking the intrinsic
value of precious metal. Intrinsic value was a conceptual tool and
a material practice that allowed people to collapse many coins into one
another and to forge units from multiples. Effectively, this meant estab-
lishing a network of corresponding values between specific batches of
coins. The papers of a family of assayers from The Hague offer a fine-
grained picture of the processes involved. Small differences in the pre-
cious-metal content of coins aroused creeping suspicion, anger, and even
physical violence because it was believed that the metal of a coin reflected
the mettle of a person. This was particularly true for the masters of the
mint, whose reputation was tied to the reputation of their coins. Making
coins, and making them work, involved financial and legal expertise, but
the artisanal knowledge of assayers and other metal-workers was key.
Their practices such as sampling, using high-precision balances and
powerful acids, note-taking, the rule of three, and algebraic calculation
allowed people to hold on to the convention that metals had an intrinsic,
quantifiable value in spite of fluctuations in the price of silver and gold,
both across time and across the globe.

Chapter 5 examines taxonomic practices of merchants and other users
of money to better understand how early modern coins worked in circu-
lation. After-death inventories offer insights into people’s domestic tax-
onomies, that is, into practices of classifying, labelling, and
compartmentalising the money that people encountered as they went
about their lives. Mercantile and institutional account books show how
people linked different currencies. Assayers’ conclusions, derived from
testing tiny specks of matter, were disseminated widely in broadsheets,
coin tariffs, and conversion tables, but also in privately collated notes and
letters. This information allowed early modern people to relate coins to
one another and to convert them into monies of account which were
much more homogeneous. I argue that this work was more than merely
coping with chaos. People’s ability to match coins with transaction types
and geography marked out circuits for specific currencies. The spaces in
which currencies like the Dutch guilder could circulate freely thus
emerged from the ground up. Users’ taxonomic practices were just as
crucial for upholding monetary order as the knowledge work performed
by assayers, minters, and government officials.

Chapter 6 chronicles howmoney as social technology was reconfigured
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It examines economic
and philanthropic discourse as well as government practice between 1750
and 1850 to explain the motives for a quick succession of currency
reforms in the nineteenth century, that profoundly transformed the
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material properties of public money in circulation. Over the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, the technology of refining and
minting changed until industrial-scale manufacturing of coins became
the norm. Cheap but precise mass production was especially important in
order to issue low-denomination coins, used primarily for wage payments
and retail, that would be fully conversant with the official monetary
standard. The chapter aims to explain why the Dutch came to take
a more hostile stance towards multiple currencies circulating in their
territory; and how they came to believe that a clear break from their
tradition of monetary plurality would be necessary to ease the exchange
of goods. In particular, it delineates how a ‘national economy’, forged
through monetary exchange, became first an ideological and then
a bureaucratic reality. The ideals and practices of a national economy
favoured centralised management, but they took shape in civic societies
that drew their energy from local initiative. While national currency did
not do away with plurality of money in use, especially in the Dutch–
Prussian borderland that is the main locale of this book, the strong
discourse of technological superiority of uniform, centrally managed
currency made it more difficult to think about plurality as something
other than chaos – which, as noted above, is this book’s point of depart-
ure. The Conclusion returns to main points in the light of the material
presented, and offers suggestions on how unresolved questions could be
addressed, especially the question of why some things were used asmoney
while others were not.
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